Runway-independent aircraft have been proposed to increase passenger throughput at crowded urban airports via the use of vertiports or stub runways. 
Introduction
The National Airspace System will become increasingly congested as number of aircraft operations grows to meet passenger demands. The bulk of traffic-induced delays results from throughput limitations in major airport terminal areas. Fixed-wing runway real estate is limited, and airspace bottlenecks form when traffic merges to final approach and departure corridors given minimum spacing requirements. Runway-independent aircraft (RIA) have been proposed to combat expected airport congestion as traffic exceeds existing runway capacities. RIA include both vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) and extremely short takeoff and landing (eSTOL) vehicles. RIA flight operations can utilize vertiports or stub runways that either already exist or require little real estate, providing expansion potential even at crowded urban airports.
The primary goal of introducing RIA-specific takeoff/landing sites is to increase overall passenger throughput. The RIA concept is generally proposed for short-to medium-haul flights (<400 nm) since typical designs carry fewer passengers per flight than their standard jet counterparts. Introduction of new RIA traffic patterns in crowded terminal airspace has the potential to greatly increase air traffic controller workload, creating new conflict-related delays rather than alleviating congestion. Simultaneous Non-Interfering (SNI) approach and departure procedures have been proposed to minimize air traffic control overhead and maximize overall throughput [1] . SNI paths do not intersect existing traffic corridors, so RIA SNI arrivals and departures can be sequenced independent of fixed-wing traffic. By definition, SNI trajectories occupy previously unused airspace thus may overfly noise-sensitive areas previously undisturbed by fixed-wing traffic. As new SNI routes are proposed, public acceptance mandates the minimization of new ground noise exposure.
The goal of this research effort is to automatically generate SNI trajectories that minimize a cost function (including quantities such as ground noise, time, and/or fuel)
given realistic constraints on aircraft flight path angle, velocity, and deceleration. To find strictly SNI routes, existing fixed-wing approach/departure paths are surrounded by a safe separation zone and modeled as impenetrable obstacles. A cell decomposition method using modified quad-tree cell construction defines the longitudinal-plane search space, then a uniform cost search strategy identifies an optimal SNI solution based on an empirical aeroacoustic cost function. The trajectory-planning algorithm presented in this paper is fully general to any RIA class. However, in this work, a rotorcraft was considered during the generation of dynamic constraints and the empirical BVI (bladevortex interaction) noise model, with BVI noise chosen due to its potentially high magnitude, annoying quality, and significant dependence on vehicle state.
This paper begins with a description of the optimal motion-planning algorithm used for SNI approach design, followed by a definition of the multi-parameter cost function over which the trajectory is optimized. Results are presented that illustrate how airspace obstacles, aircraft flight envelope limitations, and cost function elements influence final approach trajectory shape and corresponding velocity/acceleration profiles.
The paper concludes with a discussion of future algorithmic extensions and work toward the deployment of an automatic SNI trajectory designer as an air traffic management tool.
Trajectory Optimization Algorithm
Much of the past work on automatic trajectory synthesis for aircraft has focused on generating trajectories that minimize fuel and/or cost of flight operations subject to constraints related to destination arrival times and air traffic control directives. Betts [2] presents a thorough review of the optimization (two-point boundary value) problem describing direct and indirect numerical methods. Seywald et al in [3] and Schultz in [4] discuss trajectory optimization for aircraft flying in the vertical plane using a point mass performance model. The simplification to a two-dimensional problem is common for aircraft trajectory synthesis because in the overall optimization problem changes in heading are negligible for time and fuel minimization purposes. Hagelauer [5] proposes an approach to the flight path optimization based on dynamic programming, with discretization of time and dynamic parameters analogous to that performed for this work.
Slattery and Zhao in [6] study trajectory synthesis for air traffic management to efficiently predict aircraft paths so that controllers can better guarantee safety and increase efficiency via minimal spacing. For this work, SNI final approach trajectory optimization is defined as a two-point boundary value problem in the longitudinal plane.
The RIA optimization function incorporates noise along with existing time/fuel cost terms, and the path planner must minimize the cost function in the presence of both dynamic constraints and impenetrable obstacles.
Described in [7] , several techniques, including roadmap, potential field, and cell decomposition, exist for motion planning in obstacle fields. Most of these methods were originally developed for robotic vehicles with few dynamic constraints, however the roadmap method using Voronoi diagrams has been extended for use during aircraft/UAV trajectory optimization [8] .
We have adopted a cell decomposition strategy for this work due to its ability to model arbitrary obstacles, guarantee optimal results, and allow arbitrarily complex cost functions g(n). The approximate cell decomposition approach was first introduced by
Lozano-Perez and Brooks [9] and has been utilized in varied forms by a number of subsequent researchers. Although typically more computationally complex than other techniques such as Voronoi diagrams, optimal SNI airspace design benefits more from geometric and cost parameter flexibility than from real-time performance. The fundamental cell decomposition algorithm [7] is given as follows:
Let Ω (search space) be a rectangloid of Ñ m , where m is the search space dimension. A rectangloid decomposition P of Ω is a finite collection of rectangloids { }
-Ω is equal to the union of the i κ , i.e.:
κ is called a cell of the decomposition P of Ω .
Two cells are adjacent if and only if their intersection is a set of non-zero measure in
-EMPTY, if and only if its interior does not intersect the obstacle region.
-FULL, if and only if i κ is entirely contained in the obstacle region -MIXED, otherwise.
The connectivity graph associated with a decomposition P of Ω is the non-directed graph G defined as follows:
-The nodes of G are the EMPTY and MIXED cells of P .
-Two nodes of G are connected by a link if and only if corresponding cells are adjacent.
Given a rectangloid decomposition, a channel is defined as a sequence 
Modified Approximate Cell Decomposition
Basic cell decomposition does not account for dynamic parameter constraints.
Modifications to the original algorithm have been made for this work such that constraints can be imposed during the optimization process. The changes are summarized below.
In the original case, if there is no obstacle, only one cell will be generated, and the algorithm will have no results. This implies an obvious solution --a straight line between the initial and final states. However, the solution is not so trivial given dynamic constraints, so to find an optimal path without obstacles, empty cells are still divided.
Recognizing that, generally, a rotorcraft climbs/descends with flight path angle γ between o 9 ± , to allow for sufficient search-space resolution, the angle interval must be limited to less than o 1 . This requirement dictates restrictions on the length/width ratio of rectangloid cells. For this work, the ratio between length and width is set to 100:1, which will yield a γ interval of about The build algorithm for the modified cell decomposition strategy is shown below.
A comparison between the two algorithms is shown in Fig. 1 , where (a) shows an example original result and (b) shows the corresponding modified cell decomposition.
Search/Optimization Strategy
Once the cell decomposition map is created, this space must be explored to identify the optimal trajectory given a boundary condition pair X i and X f . Typical approaches include dynamic programming and A* search [10] , with an A* approach selected for this work due to its improved computational efficiency in the average case.
A* explores nodes in best-first ordering based on an evaluation function
be the actual path cost from the start node (initial state X i ) to current node n and h(n) be the estimated cost of the cheapest path from n to the goal. The overall evaluation function f (n) = g (n) + h (n), and it can be proven that A* yields an optimal result so long as h(n)
is an admissible heuristic (i.e., never overestimates cost from current node to the final state 
f(n) = g (n)
. All three search strategies provide optimal results, however with h(n)>0, A* search is "informed" thus typically more efficient in finding the optimal path. Currently, given the complexity of the cost function, a decent admissible heuristic has not yet been identified thus the trajectory optimizer utilizes uniform-cost search with h=0 and g(n) set to the cost function described below.
Cost / evaluation Function
Traditional trajectory synthesis tools permit optimization over fuel and/or time. Pilot or airline preferences and air traffic control constraints contribute to the relative importance (weight) of these two optimization factors. For SNI RIA corridor design, noise is also a critical quantity to factor into trajectory synthesis, especially for rotorcraft given that the "chop, chop" sound of BVI has a particularly annoying quality. Since fixed-wing airspace "obstacles" are considered impenetrable in this work, they are specifically excluded from the search space rather than modeled in the cost function. If this constraint were relaxed, for example, in cases where fully SNI routes did not exist due to the number and size of fixed-wing corridors, the search-space may be extended "inside" obstacles and fixed-wing airspace intersection penalties would then factor into cost.
For the SNI airspace design work presented in this paper, the cost function (f = g(n))
for trajectory optimization is constructed as shown in Equation (1). (Q-SAM) approach [12] and is given by Equation (2).
Equation (2) repeatedly-evaluated trajectory optimization cost function [11] . Equation (2) indicates that peak BVI is at γ = -4°. This occurs because the missdistance between the blades and the vortex will be near zero at this angle. To avoid peak noise, intuitively the helicopter should attempt level or climbing flight or use steepest descent allowed by the dynamic constraints. Because ground noise also decreases with altitude y, the cost function favors level or climbing flight particularly at the beginning of the approach trajectory so overall altitude is maximized.
In the results presented below, the effects of noise and γ& cost penalties are primarily emphasized, although time penalty is briefly characterized as well. For the final paper, additional cases will be included (as space permits) to examine effects of fuel minimization and its interaction with the other cost elements as coefficients c i are varied.
Final Approach Case Study
To study the effects of cost function parameters on the optimal trajectory, the modified cell decomposition algorithm was applied to the design of a final approach trajectory with a single intersecting airspace obstacle. This obstacle, shown in all final approach trajectory plots, is modeled as a polygon that approximates the intersection of the longitudinal SNI final approach plane and a cylindrical 3-D fixed-wing airspace corridor. Note that the emphasis in this initial work is on understanding the effects of obstacles and cost parameters on trajectory rather than generating fully realistic SNI final approach trajectories. Table 1 shows boundary condition and dynamic constraint values used for this case study. The γ, v constraints represent a safe flight envelope for typical rotorcraft/tiltrotor operations, while the low a constraint is based on passenger comfort considerations. Table 2 summarizes cost function parameter values and obstacle center altitude (y obs ) for the eleven explored test cases. The first test case provides a baseline from which others are compared. Case 1 has one relatively high-altitude obstacle and utilizes a set of k i parameters selected to match specific rotorcraft Q-SAM data [12] . Parameter variations for each subsequent test case are highlighted in Table 2 . The baseline (Case 1) final approach trajectory and corresponding velocity and acceleration profiles are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. Note that in all plots (Figs. 3 through 18 ) the rotorcraft is actually traveling from right to left since distance from actua l touchdown site (x=0, y=0) decreases throughout. In the baseline case, the obstacle is sufficiently high that its effects on trajectory are negligible. The rotorcraft initially climbs to increase BVI noise missdistance and also decelerates to a near-minimum velocity to further decrease noise. Next, the rotorcraft descends relatively steeply at minimum velocity until finally, when the rotorcraft approaches the ground, it accelerates to satisfy the final boundary condition v f . (Fig. 7) , it is overflown with less obvious path curvature. Note that omission of velocity and acceleration profile plots for all test cases indicate they are nearly identical to those of the baseline case (Fig. 4) . is also dominant when we change 4 k (Case 7, Fig. 10 ), the result is similar to that for Case 6.
The effect of changing 5 k in Case 10 ( Fig. 11 ) is similar to changing 2 k . Although the climb/descent profile is markedly different from that in Case 1, the velocity and acceleration profiles are still similar as illustrated in Fig. 12 .
Cases 1-8 employ a significant penalty on flight path angle rate of change. Case 9
( Figs. 13 and 14) shows the optimal trajectory resulting from removal of the γ& cost penalty. In this case, the path assumes a sawtooth shape that is infeasible for comfortable, low-workload flight operations. Note that although the path is not smooth the velocity and acceleration profiles (Fig. 14) still assume the baseline profiles. n The optimal rotorcraft trajectory initially climbs then descends to the landing site at relatively steep γ to avoid the worst-case BVI-induced ground noise that occurs during shallow descent at low altitudes.
n A γ& penalty smoothes the trajectory substantially. Without γ& restriction the optimal trajectory oscillates between min/max γ to minimize BVI noise.
n Without time penalty, the rotorcraft decelerates to a near-minimum velocity that is maintained until ramp-up to final velocity condition v f . Time penalty generally increases average velocity magnitude but relative coefficient magnitudes dictate the dominance of competing cost terms.
This paper reports an initial investigation of no ise-sensitive SNI trajectory design. In future work, the cell decomposition algorithm and noise model will be extended to threedimensional trajectory optimization, including turning flight conditions. Realistic models of fixed-wing airspace "obstacles" and potential stub runway landing sites will be generated for select urban airports. Real-time traffic and noise simulations will be performed to evaluate throughput improvements versus ground noise penalties.
Alternatively, if this research finds that true SNI corridors cannot be generated for crowded airspace regions (e.g., Newark/JFK/LaGuardia), the "impenetrable obstacle" constraint will necessarily be relaxed or modified. 
